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Disparate financial systems in an enterprise means that 

C-level execs do not get enough visibility into cross-system 

finance data, which could result in lost or limited 

opportunities, high operational costs, and sub-optimal 

strategic decisions. CFOs and their teams are thus looking 

for ways to bring all relevant financial data across various

ERP (SAP and non-SAP) systems onto one platform and 

contextually harmonize relevant data.

Make the move to Central Finance

Central Finance, a solution within SAP S/4HANA, replicates 

and transforms financial transactions from SAP and non-SAP 

systems in real-time. It creates an organization-wide 

financial platform that delivers:

      Statutory and management reporting

      Multi-level financial planning and forecasting

      Financial shared services

      Enhanced operational analytics

Central Finance is explicitly designed for businesses that 

have multiple ERP systems in their landscape and need to 

run a single central platform for corporate finance.

Moreover, it allows for enterprises businesses to benefit 

from SAP S/4HANA without a full-blown data migration.



But while Central Finance is the perfect fit for an 
enterprise, implementing it can be challenging. 

The complexity of your business processes can make it difficult to 

harmonize data and processes from various source systems. You 

need the resources and skills to integrate your existing non-SAP 

source system data into your Central Finance implementation. 

LTIMindtree helps overcome these challenges while integrating financial 

data and plan ahead to a successful Central Finance deployment. 

Introducing LTIMindtree’s CFIN Transformation
Platform

Based on our deep domain expertise and global experience in 

implementing financial solutions, our unique and comprehensive 

CFIN Transformation Platform addresses all challenges that crop 

up during a Central Finance deployment through:

      Data extraction from multiple source systems

      Data harmonization

      Intelligent data mapping using proprietary algorithms

The CFIN Transformation Platform brings in 
exceptional value in Central Finance Solution 
deployment through:

Digital Discovery

360-degree discovery across various source systems including the 

organization structure, data mapping (data key and value mapping),

and processes.

Data Foundation and Harmonization

Comprehensive data analysis and building a standardized view 

across multiple ERPs, leveraging NLP-based data harmonization.

Consolidation

Convenient enablement of data and process mapping to Central 

Finance results in a consolidated information view, in the form an

intuitive dashboard.



CFIN Transformation Platform helps accelerate the Central Finance
deployment by 30%

Our CFIN Transformation Platform accelerates Central Finance implementations by creating

a technical blueprint of the central finance solution in a short span of eight weeks, resulting 

in a 30% reduction in execution time and efforts.

How it works

We adopt a systematic approach to deploy the CFIN Transformation Platform solution in your  

ERP landscape and generate a Technical Blueprint for Central Finance in just eight weeks. 
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LTIMindtree Limited is a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited

LTIMindtree is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company that enables enterprises across industries to reimagine 
business models, accelerate innovation, and maximize growth by harnessing digital technologies. As a digital transformation partner 
to more than 700 clients, LTIMindtree brings extensive domain and technology expertise to help drive superior competitive 
differentiation, customer experiences, and business outcomes in a converging world. Powered by 84,000+ talented and 
entrepreneurial professionals across more than 30 countries, LTIMindtree — a Larsen & Toubro Group company — combines the 
industry-acclaimed strengths of erstwhile Larsen and Toubro Infotech and Mindtree in solving the most complex business challenges 
and delivering transformation at scale. For more information, please visit https://www.ltimindtree.com/

CFIN Transformation Platform Solution at a glance

CFIN Transformation 

Platform: Main Dashboard

CFIN Transformation Platform: 

Comprehensive Report-Out with 

Technical Blueprint and Analysis 

Reports in PDF and Excel formats.

5000+ dedicated 

SAP practitioners 

with 500+ SAP 

Finance Experts.

Extensive SAP

experience with 

over 1000+ SAP 

projects over

last two decades.

Successful track 

record of enabling 

Central Finance 

deployments

for global majors.

Non-disruptive

Finance 

transformation with 

Central Finance,

adopting the latest

innovations.
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